
Andhra Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation 
No. OP5/First Aid Box 2021-MEDD Olo the C & MD, 

RTC House, VJA, 
Date: 02.08.2021. 

To 
All Regional Managers, 
A.P.S.R.T.C. 

SUB:MRST AID BOX-Provision of First Aid Box with medicines in all the buses- Reg. 
Ref: 1. CMV Rules, 1989 

2. Cir no. 04/92-MED dated 28.01.1992 
3. Lr. no OP5/Gen(4)/2016-MED dated 05.10.2016 of ED(E) 
4. Lr no. OP5/Gen(1)/FA Kits/2016-17-MED dated 2.11.2016 of EDE) 

addressed to CCOS 
5. Lr no OP5/Gen(1)/FA Kits/2016-17-MED dated 29.11.2016 of ED(E) 
6. This office Lr no. even dated 2.8.21 addressed to Ccos 

** 

With reference to the subject cited above, provision of First aid kit along with medicines in 
all' the buses is mandatory as per rule no. 128 of CMV rules. Accordingly instructions were issued 
vide references 2, 3 and 5 cited above to provide First aid box in all buses. 

But during inspection of buses, it is observed that medicines are not provided since the 
supply is not done regularly and not replenished the medicines expired or consumed. 

In this connection, it is proposed to procure and supply the medicines required for first aid 
kit for all the buses. Vide reference 6th cited, CCOs was already requested to procure and supply 
the required quantities of medicines/items to be provided in the first aid kit. 

The medicines/items to be provided in the kit are furnished below: 

5.No Qty ltem 
sterilized dressing s or Cotton bundles (15-25 gms) 
Elastic bandage for wounds and burnsor roller bandages 
Bentadine ointment Big or a tube of antiseptic cream 

containing 0.5% of CetrimideB.P in a non- greasy base 
Dettol (palstic bottle) 
Neosproin / Nebasulf 
New sealed blade 
Burnol ointment 
Water proof plaster or white adhesive tape 8 

9 Band aid flat/ round or sterilized elastic plaster 
You are therefore advised to obtain the kits required through zonal stores and see that the 

first aid kit ís maintained in all buses and the medicines consumed/ expired are replenished from 
time to time duly ensuring cross checking the first aid kit during schedule 3 maintenance. 
Compliance regarding próvision of First aid kits in all the buses shall be submitted to this office by 
20.8.2021 positively. 

Executive Director(E) 

Copy to all EDs and FA&CAO for information 
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